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Compositional lipid domains �lipid rafts� in plasma membranes are believed to be important components of
many cellular processes. The mechanisms by which cells regulate the sizes, lifetimes, and spatial localization
of these domains are rather poorly understood at the moment. We propose a robust mechanism for the
formation of finite-sized lipid raft domains in plasma membranes, the competition between phase separation in
an immiscible lipid system and active cellular lipid transport processes naturally leads to the formation of such
domains. Simulations of a continuum model reveal that the raft size distribution is broad and the average raft
size is strongly dependent on the rates of cellular and interlayer lipid transport processes. We demonstrate that
spatiotemporal variations in the recycling may enable the cell to localize larger raft aggregates at specific parts
along the membrane. Moreover, we show that membrane compartmentalization may further facilitate spatial
localization of the raft domains. Finally, we demonstrate that local interactions with immobile membrane
proteins can spatially localize the rafts and lead to further clustering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The plasma membrane is a bilayer composed primarily of
thousands of types of lipids and membrane proteins. It func-
tions as the physical boundary of cells, as well as a selective
sieve through which matter and information are exchanged
between cells and their environment. To describe the mem-
brane “microstructure,” i.e., the spatial variations in the local
lipid compositions and proteins, Singer and Nicolson ini-
tially proposed that membranes are two-dimensional spa-
tially homogeneous mixtures of lipids and proteins �1�. How-
ever, many subsequent experimental findings supported a
rather different picture, namely that membranes are highly
heterogeneous �2–5�, consisting of a mixture of a “liquid
ordered” �lo� phase �6�, often called “lipid rafts” �7�, and a
“liquid disordered” �ld� phase. The lipid rafts consist mainly
of cholesterol and saturated lipids, such as sphingolipids.
Lipid rafts have been implicated in processes such as signal
transduction �7–10�, membrane trafficking �7,11–13�, and
protein sorting �8,14�. Additionally, virus entry, assembly,
and budding are also facilitated by the raft domains �15–17�.
A comprehensive review of experimental methods employed
in raft research can be found in �18�.

Although lipid rafts have not been directly observed in
vivo, there exists compelling indirect evidence to support
their existence �19–27�. The consensus is that the rafts in
vivo are highly dynamic dispersed microdomains �19� of size
20�200 nm �20–25�, with life times ranging from �10−2 s
to �103 s �20,23–25�. The area fraction of the microdomains
is estimated to be 10%�15% �23,26� and they contain per-
haps 10�100 proteins per domain �21,23,28�. These raft
proteins may be connected to the cytoskeleton �29�, and the
spatial distribution of the microdomains may depend on their
coupling to the cytoskeleton �25,29�. In contrast to in vivo

membranes, phase separation and lo / ld phase coexistence
have been observed in model membranes, such as monolay-
ers �30,31�, bilayers on supported substrate �32�, and giant
unilamellar vesicles �GUVs� �30,33–35�. Most notably, in
model membranes the raft domain size is �1 �m, compa-
rable to the system size.

The fundamental questions is, therefore, why are there
large, persistent lo domains present in model membranes but
not in living cells? One crucial difference between the two
systems is that in comparison to living cell membranes,
model membranes do not have cellular processes, such as
vesicle trafficking �36,37� or fast lipid flip-flopping between
two leaflets �38,39� assisted by translocases �40,41�, which
are critical in maintaining the asymmetric lipid distribution
across the bilayer �42�. Furthermore, model membranes do
not contain proteins or cytoskeleton, nor the resulting mo-
lecular interactions. As we will argue later in this paper, the
aforementioned cellular processes can play a critical role in
the regulation of raft domains.

Theoretical models developed to explain the raft forma-
tion mechanism generally fall into two categories—those in-
voking thermodynamic equilibrium and those allowing for
nonequilibrium effects. An example of the former is the
model by Yethiraj and Weisshaar �43�, similar to the
quenched-disorder random bond Ising model �44�, in which
immobile proteins reside in an immiscible lipid system and
the critical temperature is found to be lower than that of the
pure immiscible lipid system �43�. The proteins act as sur-
factants and may stabilize compositional microdomains,
which would explain why larger raft domains have not been
observed in vivo. However, if one allows the membrane pro-
teins to diffuse, the critical temperature would be suppressed
to a lesser degree as in the case of the annealed-disorder
random bond Ising model �45,46�, indicating that macro-
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scopic phase separation may still occur at the body tempera-
ture. In �47�, both lipid phase separation and a coupling to a
lipid reservoir were introduced. Phase separation by itself
would give rise to domain coarsening while coupling to the
reservoir suppresses domain growth. In this model, it is as-
sumed that lipid transport between the membrane and the
reservoir is proportional to the local lipid density, which re-
sults in a steady state with a distribution of roughly equal-
sized domains. Although the model was framed as a non-
equilibrium one, it is interesting to note that it reduces to an
effective equilibrium model for a block copolymer �48�, and
the raft size can be identified with the effective block size in
thermal equilibrium. It has also been suggested very recently
that the body temperature is slightly above a critical tempera-
ture, and the raft domains are simply manifestations of criti-
cal compositional fluctuations �49�.

Existing models based on nonequilibrium effects �50–54�,
on the other hand, argue that raft formation and regulation
require cellular activity via facilitated lipid transport to and
from the membrane �lipid recycling�. In �50�, the stochastic
addition or removal of lipid domains to or from the mem-
brane results in a broad domain size distribution. A very
similar model to the one in �47� was recently introduced by
Gómez et al. �53,54�. In this model, the evolution of a ter-
nary system �cholesterol, saturated lipid, and unsaturated
lipid� was studied in the presence of a coupling to a choles-
terol reservoir. This coupling induces a spatially patterned
cholesterol distribution, leading to the suppression of macro-
scopic phase separation. In contrast to the domains observed
in �50,52�, the raft domains in this case have a rather uniform
size distribution and appear circular. Reference �51�, on the
other hand, describes a single lipid species nonequilibrium
model without phase separation. In this model, vesicular traf-
ficking brings patches of lipids to the membrane, while dif-
fusion barriers due to membrane compartmentalization lead
to transient spatial localization of the patches. Finally, very
recently we proposed a nonequilibrium model, in which
phase separation driven domain coarsening and recycling
due to vesicular and nonvesicular lipid trafficking events
compete. This competition results in a broad raft domain size
distribution, whose properties are dictated by the rate and
spatial extent of recycling �52�. A very recent review on the
theoretical models for raft formation can be found in �55�.

From the discussion above, it should be clear that lipid
raft formation is a complex process, in which various factors
may play a role. In this paper, we continue our previous
efforts of �52� and extend the model to include the combined
effects of phase separation, lipid trafficking, membrane pro-
teins, and diffusion barriers on the raft formation process.
Overall, we find that the key process that maintains a finite
domain distribution is rapid lipid trafficking, which counter-
acts domain coarsening driven by line tension between the
compositional domains. We also demonstrate that spatiotem-
poral variations in the recycling may enable the cell to local-
ize larger raft aggregates at specific parts along the mem-
brane. Other processes such as membrane and cytoskeleton
interactions, as well as membrane protein and lipid interac-
tions can also regulate the size and spatial distribution of the
raft domains.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the theoret-
ical model is formulated in Sec. II, and analytical arguments

for the appearance and properties of raft domains are given.
Results from numerical simulations of the model are then
presented in Sec. III. In particular, the effects of phase sepa-
ration, lipid trafficking, diffusion barriers, and immobile
membrane proteins on the raft formation process are ex-
plored. Finally, a discussion can be found in Sec. IV, while
the Appendix contains some of the more detailed analytical
derivations.

II. MODEL

Standard approaches to investigate multicomponent lipid
bilayer systems computationally include atomistic molecular
dynamics �MD� �56–59�, dissipative particle dynamics
�DPD� �60–65�, and phenomenological continuum “phase-
field” simulations �66–71�. As both the MD and DPD meth-
ods are rather restricted in terms of particle numbers and
time scales, they are not well suited for studying collective
phenomena involving cellular processes; therefore, a con-
tinuum approach will be developed.

A. Synthetic membranes: thermodynamics and kinetics

The plasma membrane contains thousands of types of lip-
ids, which can be classified into three categories: steroids,
saturated lipids, and unsaturated lipids. Therefore, a physi-
cally based model of the plasma membrane should at least
contain one species from each category. A well-characterized
example of such a system is a mixture of cholesterol, di-
palmitoylphosphatidylcholine �DPPC�, and diolephosphati-
dylcholine �DOPC�. Veatch and Keller have characterized
successfully GUVs consisting of cholesterol, DPPC, and
DOPC, and observed domain coarsening of the lo and ld
phases �30,34�. To explain these experimental observations,
Radhakrishnan and McConnell proposed a thermodynamic
model wherein cholesterol and DPPC form a complex, which
then subsequently phase separates from DOPC �72�. As a
result, lo and ld phase separation occurs within certain com-
position regimes of the mixture of cholesterol, DPPC, and
DOPC in GUVs below the critical temperature.

1. Thermodynamics

Based on this ternary system, a continuum model may be
developed as follows. The free energy of a mixture of cho-
lesterol, DOPC, DPPC, and cholesterol-DPPC complex writ-
ten in terms of mole fractions xi becomes

f = �
i

xi�Gi + kBT ln xi� + 2kBTcxUSxCX, �1�

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Gi is the free energy of
each pure component, xi ln xi, represents the entropy of mix-
ing, while 2kBTcxUSxCX is the enthalpy of mixing of the un-
saturated lipid �DOPC� and the complex �cholesterol-DPPC�.
The enthalpy of mixing is assumed negligible for the other
pairs since they are miscible. Tc denotes the critical tempera-
ture of phase separation. Furthermore, to simplify the deri-
vation, we assume below that complex formation between
cholesterol and DPPC is complete, and that initially choles-
terol and DPPC are present in equal proportions. In this case,
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the system can be described as a two component system
composed of the cholesterol-DPPC complex and the unsat-
urated lipid �DOPC�. Equation �1�, thus, becomes

f = kBT�xUS ln xUS + xCX ln xCX� + 2kBTcxUSxCX, �2�

where xUSGUS+xCXGCX is taken as a constant and hence
dropped from the subsequent analysis. Furthermore, by re-
placing xCX with �1−c� /2 and xUS with �1+c� /2, Eq. �2�
becomes

f�c,T� =
kBT

2
��1 + c�ln

1 + c

2
+ �1 − c�ln

1 − c

2
�

+ kBTc�1 − c2�/2. �3�

In the limit c→0, that is, close to the critical point, Eq. �3�
takes the form,

f�c� = −
u

2
c2 +

v
4

c4, �4�

where u=kB�Tc−T�, v=kBT /3, and unimportant constant
terms have been ignored. Finally, to account for spatial het-
erogeneities in the local compositions, the total free energy
of the system is written,

F = 	
r

−

u

2
c2 +

v
4

c4 +
�

2
��c�2�dr , �5�

where � denotes the so-called gradient energy coefficient
�73� and is related to the line tension between phases of
varying compositions.

As discussed in �72�, allowing for incomplete complex
formation and unequal amounts of cholesterol and DPPC
does not change the qualitative picture that emerges, namely,
that of a ternary system with a substantial miscibility gap and
two-phase coexistence. Within the miscibility gap, the mix-
ture is effectively a two-phase system, and the above consid-
erations apply with a suitable redefinition of c as the order
parameter distinguishing between the co-existing phases.

2. Kinetics

Given the free energy functional of the system, the relax-
ational dynamics of the c field in the vicinity of the critical
point can be written as �74�,

�c�r,t�
�t

= − � · j� + ��r,t� = � · �M �
�F

�c
� + ��r,t�

= � · �M � �− uc + vc3 − ��2c�� + ��r,t� , �6�

where M is the mobility �assumed isotropic in this work�,
and � denotes a stochastic Gaussian noise with mean ��=0
and variance ���r1 , t1���r2 , t2�=−2MkBT�2��r1−r2���t1
− t2� as dictated by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.

The dimensionless form of the above equation of motion
�model B in the classification of Hohenberg and Halperin
�74�� can be written,

�c�

��
= �� · �M����− c� + c�3 − ��2c��� + ���r�,�� . �7�

The dimensional quantities are related to their dimensionless
counterparts via c=�u

vc�, r=��
u r�, and t= �

Mmaxu2 �. The di-
mensionless noise correlator obeys ����r1� ,�1����r2� ,�2�=
−

2kBTv
u� ��2��r1�−r2�����1−�2�, and the dimensionless mobility

M��M /Mmax, where Mmax denotes the maximum value of
M. In the following, we will continue working with the di-
mensionless quantities but drop the primes for notational
clarity. In Eq. �7�, space and time are measured in the units
of the mean-field correlation length and characteristic relax-
ation time of the system, respectively, both of which diverge
as the critical point is approached. Furthermore, c=−1 rep-
resents the lo raft phase, while c=1 represents the ld phase.

The physics of Eq. �7� are well known and have been
studied by many authors �73,75–77�, both in the presence
and absence of thermal fluctuations. The binary system
equilibrates via a phase separation, in which the ld and lo
domains continually coarsen to reduce the excess interfacial
energy, as long as the magnitude of thermal fluctuations is
below a threshold value. For large enough thermal fluctua-
tions, on the other hand, the system is effectively above its
critical point and does not phase separate. Models of this
kind have been employed in the past to investigate both the
phase behavior and phase separation dynamics in spherical
GUVs �66–68� and other geometries �69–71�, with addi-
tional coupling terms to describe the local curvature or de-
formation of the membrane.

B. Plasma membranes: nonequilibrium effects

Although very convenient and well-characterized, model
membrane systems do not incorporate many of the essential
features of real plasma membranes, including lipid traffick-
ing to and from the membrane. For an improved model of
the plasma membrane, we next incorporate lipid transport
processes and local protein/cytoskeleton interactions to the
above model describing a model membrane �i.e., Eq. �7��.

With regard to active lipid transport processes, our main
assumption is that due to active vesicular trafficking events
�50–54�, lipids are transported to and from the plasma mem-
brane randomly in time and space such that the overall av-
erage composition of the membrane remains unchanged, as
illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. In addition, various pro-
tein activity, for example, scramblase, flippase and floppase
proteins �40,41� shuffle lipids between the plasma membrane
leaflets. Instead of modeling each individual event, we at-
tempt to incorporate the net effect of all these stochastic
processes in a phenomenological manner.

This part of the theory may be developed as follows. In
order to quantify the spatial extent of recycling processes, we
introduce a characteristic length scale �, henceforth referred
to as the “recycling length.” Physically, it marks the spatial
range of recycling processes which effectively redistribute
lipids across the membrane. Furthermore, ��Lcell, where
Lcell denotes the linear dimension of a cell. At scales shorter
than �, the average composition is no longer conserved due
to active lipid trafficking events, while the global composi-
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tion is still conserved. Such processes can be incorporated to
Eq. �7� via an additional noise term, which has the following
properties: �1� in the vicinity of Tc, it reduces to temporal
white noise, since any finite time correlations would appear
almost instantaneous due to critical slowing down; �2� its
spatial average is zero due to global mass conservation; �3�
its spatial correlation length is given by �; and �4� the redis-
tribution of lipids occurs at a rate H. Thus, we propose the
following �dimensionless� stochastic, nonlinear diffusion
equation for the local composition within the exoplasmic
leaflet in the presence of recycling,

�c�r,��
��

= � · �M � �− �2c − c + c3 + g�r��� + ��r,�� , �8�

where � denotes a stochastic Gaussian noise with mean
��=0 and correlator ���r1 ,�1���r2 ,�2�=
−H2 / �2	��2K0��r1−r2� /�����1−�2�. K0�x� denotes a modi-
fied Bessel function of the second kind of the zeroth order. In
Fourier representation, the noise correlator becomes
��̂�q ,�1��̂�q� ,�2�= H2q2�2

1+q2�2 �2	�2��q+q�����1−�2�. By con-
struction, the composition is nonconserved at spatial scales
�� and ��̂�q ,�1��̂�q� ,�2��H2�2	�2��q+q�����1−�2� for
q�
1, while the composition is conserved asymptotically
with an effective “temperature” Tef f =H2�2 / �2kBM� as dic-
tated by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem �see, e.g., �74��.

In order to gain physical insight into some of the salient
features of the recycling noise term, Fig. 2 displays noise
realizations for H=1 and different � values. The blue patches
represent a local depletion of the raft component while the
red ones represent a local increase. As expected, an increase
in � results in larger patches of the same color. Furthermore,
as shown in Appendix A, the parameter H is related to the
probability per unit time, p, that a given raft phase lipid is
exchanged with a non-raft phase lipid �or vice versa� via p
=3H2D�Tc−T�2 / �4AlipidTc

2�. Here, Alipid and D denote the
area per lipid and diffusivity, respectively.

Finally, the additional term g�r� in Eq. �8� describes a
short-ranged interaction of lipids with the membrane proteins
and the cytoskeleton, g=0 away from the protein or the cy-
toskeleton, while g�0 �g�0� denotes an attractive �repul-
sive� interaction for the raft phase in the vicinity of proteins
or the cytoskeleton.

C. Analytical arguments

Before turning to numerical simulations, let us first paint a
simple physical picture based on the general properties of
Eq. �8�. In terms of the recycling length �, there are two
limits amenable to simple analysis. First, consider the limit
�→0 with H�� �H��crit. In this case, the coarsening dynam-
ics takes over the stochastic fluctuations, leading to macro-
scopic phase separation. On the other hand, when H�
� �H��crit, macroscopic phase separation is asymptotically
negated as the renormalized temperature is above the critical
temperature. As will be demonstrated below, in this non-
coarsening regime both H and � affect raft properties.

Next, consider the opposite limit �
L, where L denotes
the linear dimension of the system. In this case, the noise
correlator approximately takes the form ��̂�q ,�1��̂�q� ,�2�
=H2�2	�2��q+q�����1−�2��1−�q,0�, independent of the
value of �. Here the term �1−�q,0� ensures that the compo-
sition is globally conserved. If this constraint is relaxed, the
average global composition undergoes large fluctuations.
This can be seen by considering the time evolution of the
average global composition, which is only affected by the
noise term, as the deterministic part of the equation con-
serves mass. Indeed, by taking the Fourier transform on both
sides of Eq. �8�, in the limit, q→0, we have �ĉ�q ,�� /��
= �̂�q ,��. The Fourier transform of the first term on the right

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic presentation of the nonequilibrium lipid transport processes considered here. Both protein-facilitated
flip-flop events �upper pathway� and vesicle trafficking events between the plasma membrane and internal organelles �lower pathway� lead
to an effective rearrangement of the lipid composition over a scale �� in the exoplasmic leaflet. The gray tubes represent membrane
compartmentalization.

(b)(a) (c)

FIG. 2. �Color online� Instantaneous recycling noise term real-
izations with different recycling lengths: �a� �=0.01, �b� �=2, and
�c� �=128. The red, light grey in print �blue, dark grey in print�
patches represent a local depletion �increase� of the raft component.
The data has been locally averaged over a circular area of radius
r=10 to highlight the differences in the large scale behavior be-
tween the three examples. Note that an increase in � results in larger
patches of the same color.
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hand side of Eq. �8� vanishes since it is �O�q2�→0 as q
→0. We then calculate

��ĉ�q��2 = ��0
��0

��̂�q,�1��̂�q,�2�d�1d�2

= �0
��0

���̂�q,�1��̂�q,�2�d�1d�2 = H2� ,

implying that the average global composition exhibits
random walk in time. In particular, lim�→��ĉ�q��2→ as
q→0. This implies the presence of long-ranged �algebraic�
correlations and self-similar spatial structures �78�; it also
leads to a broad domain size distribution. Thus, a sufficiently
rapid recycling rate �large H� and/or long-ranged �large ��
lipid exchange processes are required to counteract the coars-
ening dynamics.

We now describe the physical picture that emerges from
the above analysis. At fixed �, there are two possibilities.
First, when �H��� �H��crit, the coarsening dynamics is
dominant, and the system equilibrates by continuous coars-
ening of the raft domains. In this regime, fluctuations due to
recycling simply renormalize the surface tension �75�. We
call this “the coarsening regime,” and argue that it accounts
for the experimental observations of macroscale phase sepa-
ration in synthetic membranes �30,31�. On the other hand, in
the regime �H��� �H��crit, the recycling processes dominate
over the coarsening dynamics. In this case, we expect any
domain with linear dimension L
� to fragment since the
effective temperature restricts the system above the miscibil-
ity gap. Physically, this implies that phase separation at
scales 
� is suppressed. For spatial scales below �, however,
we expect a broad size distribution of domains to form due to
the effective nonconserved nature of the recycling noise
term. The domains coarsen and fragment in a highly dynamic
fashion due to the competition between the line tension
�which promotes coarsening� and the lipid trafficking events
�which promotes fragmentation�. Hence, we call it “the non-
coarsening regime.” As will be shown in the next Section,
this physical picture is supported by the full numerical simu-
lations of the model.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

Before turning to the description of the results from nu-
merical simulations, we first present the numerical scheme
employed in the simulations. The numerical scheme is then
applied to elucidate raft formation in the presence of recy-
cling, membrane compartmentalization, and membrane pro-
teins.

A. Numerical scheme

Finite differencing was adopted for both spatial and tem-
poral derivatives in the discrete version of Eq. �8�,

ci,j�� + ��� = ci,j��� + ���� · �M � ��c���i,j + �i,j��� , �9�

where

�� · �M � ��c���i,j = �Mi+1,j + Mi,j

2

�i+1,j − �i,j

�x2

−
Mi,j + Mi−1,j

2

�i,j − �i−1,j

�x2

+
Mi,j+1 + Mi,j

2

�i,j+1 − �i,j

�y2

−
Mi,j + Mi,j−1

2

�i,j − �i,j−1

�y2 � , �10�

and

�i,j = −
ci+1,j + ci−1,j − 2ci,j

�x2 −
ci,j+1 + ci,j−1 − 2ci,j

�y2

− ci,j + ci,j
3 + gi,j . �11�

The computational domain is L�L with periodic boundary
conditions with L=256 unless otherwise stated; the results
discussed in this paper did not display any detectable finite-
size effects. The initial composition was chosen to be homo-
geneous with small random fluctuations drawn from a
Gaussian distribution. Finally, the discretized noise term
�i,j��� is obtained by the inverse discrete Fourier transform

of �H��� /�x���q� /�1+q2�2��̂�q ,��, where �̂�q ,�� is the
Fourier transform of a discrete Gaussian random field with
mean ��i,j���=0 and variance ��i,j�m����i�,j��n���
=�i,i�� j,j��m,n.

In this work, dimensionless time step ��=0.005 and grid
spacing �x=�y=1 were employed. We verified that the
simulation results have converged with respect to both of
these choices, both qualitatively and quantitatively. To this
end, Fig. 3 displays two representative snapshots with H
=1.41, �= and �=0, and ��x ,�� ,L�= �0.5,0.0013,512�
for �a� and �1,0.005,256� for �b�, respectively. As can be
seen, the steady-state morphologies appear very similar.
More quantitatively, we also computed the mean domain size
from

R��� � 2�L2/LB��� , �12�

where LB��� denotes the total domain interface length at time
� and �= �1− c̄� /2 is the nominal raft area fraction; here, c̄
denotes the spatially averaged concentration, which is con-
served by the dynamics in Eq. �8�. We note that the true raft
area fraction may vary due to stochastic fluctuations in the
composition field or due to local accumulation of the raft
phase in the presence of raft-attracting membrane proteins.
The data, shown in Fig. 3�c�, clearly demonstrates that the

steady-state domain size lim�→ R���� R̄ has converged
within the error bars for three different choices for the grid
spacing �x and time step ��. Finally, we note that a com-
prehensive discussion of the effects of time step and grid
spacing on the numerical solution of Eq. �8� in the limit
�→0 at constant mobility and in the absence of the term
g�r� can be found in �77�.
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B. Coarsening vs noncoarsening regimes

To verify the analytical arguments regarding the presence
of �H��crit delineating the coarsening regime from the non-
coarsening one, Eq. �9� was iterated for H ranging from 0.14
to 1.41, and � ranging from 2 to 1280. To showcase the
results, we discuss two specific choices of parameters, �1�
H=0.71 and �=1, and �2� H=0.71 and �=64, see Fig. 4. The
former choice of parameters leads to domain coarsening
while the latter leads to the noncoarsening, steady-state re-
gime, see Fig. 5.

In the coarsening �H�� �H��crit� regime, the domains
keep growing with time consistent with the expected R

��1/3 scaling. In the noncoarsening regime, on the other
hand, the domain size approaches a constant value,

R̄�� ,H ,��. The results are in agreement with the critical H�
argument: below �H��crit, the domains keep growing, while
above �H��crit the average domain size saturates to a value
independent of the system size. As a result, small raft do-
mains exist only when the recycling processes are strong
enough to counteract the coarsening process. With regard to
the value of �H��crit, our simulation results imply �H��crit
=2.1�0.4. In the remainder of the paper, we will focus on
the noncoarsening regime relevant for raft formation and
regulation.

C. Nonequilibrium membranes: recycling, membrane
compartmentalization, and membrane proteins

Let us next turn to a discussion of the roles of recycling,
membrane compartmentalization, and immobile raft-
attracting/repelling proteins on the global and local raft do-
main regulation.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Snapshots of domain configurations with different �x and �� in steady state. Raft and nonraft phases are shown
in black and copper, respectively. �a� �x=0.5, �t=0.0013 and �b� �x=1.0, �t=0.005. The other parameters were set to H=1.41, �=, and
�=0 for both simulations. �c� The asymptotic domain size converges for different choices of the grid spacing �x and time step �� within
error bars, which are shown for the three data points corresponding to the end of the simulations.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Snapshots of domain configurations with
different recycling lengths with �=1 �a� and �b� and �=64 �c� and
�d�. Raft �nonraft� phase is shown in black �copper�. The snapshot
times are �=2000 �a� and �c� and �=7500 �b� and �D�d�. For both
systems, �=0.5 and H=0.71.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� The time evolution of the mean domain
size corresponding to Fig. 4. Continuous domain coarsening is ob-
served for �=1 with R� t0.29�0.02, while for �=64 domain coarsen-
ing is suppressed and the system enters a steady-state due to suffi-
ciently strong recycling processes.
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1. Global raft domain regulation

In this part we will quantify the dependence of the mean

domain size R̄ on the recycling length �, rate H, and raft area

fraction �. First, the dependence of R̄ on � is examined.
Figure 6 displays typical domain structures in the steady
state with different recycling lengths. The snapshots reveal
two important characteristic features of the model. First, the
raft domains have irregular shapes. Second, systems with
larger � sustain larger raft domains in the steady-state re-
gime. Furthermore, careful observations of time-dependent
domain morphologies reveal that small raft domains have
short lifetimes while larger domains persist much longer.

To quantify the dependence of R̄ on �, the steady-state raft
domain area distribution P�A�=NA /Ntotal, in which NA is the
number of raft domains of size A and Ntotal the total number
of raft domains, has been determined. A raft domain is de-
fined as a continuous region in which c�0, and the mini-
mum size for a raft is a single point �A=1=�x2�. The data
for P�A� versus A are displayed in Fig. 7 �a� on a logarithmic
scale. Figure 7�b�, on the other hand, shows that � essentially
provides a large scale cutoff for P�A�; that is, the formation
of domains larger than �� in linear dimension is strongly
suppressed. Note also that P�A��A−� for 1�A��2, where
��1.6�0.1. We have verified that � is independent of H
and � when coarsening is suppressed. Thus, the scaling of
the average domain area in terms of � is given by �A
��2�2−��, which implies that R̄��2−�=�0.4. In other words,

R̄ is only weakly dependent on �. Finally, the distribution

P�A��A−� is broad in the sense that extrapolating to �→

and L→ leads to R̄→ when ��2; that is, the mean over
the distribution diverges.

In Fig. 8, sample domain configurations and the corre-
sponding mean domain sizes are displayed for a fixed raft
area fraction or recycling rate. The data shows that increas-

ing the recycling rate leads to a smaller mean domain size R̄
at constant raft area fraction �. In a similar manner, for a
fixed recycling rate, increasing the raft area fraction leads to

a larger mean domain size R̄. To quantify these conclusions,
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Snapshots of domain structures in steady
state with recycling lengths �a� �=2, �b� �=16, and �c� �=1280. For
all cases, �=0.25 and H=1.41. Again, the raft �nonraft� phase is
shown in black �copper�. �d� The average domain size in steady
state increases as � increases.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� The behavior of domain size distribution
for lipid raft area fraction �=0.25 and H=1.41 for several values of
the recycling length � on a logarithmic scale. The data in �b� have
been shifted vertically to highlight the observations that �1� the
different curves have the same slope, as can be seen in �a�, and �2�
the main effect of increasing the recycling length � is to allow for
the formation of larger domains, highlighted in �b�.
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Snapshots of domain structures in steady
state. The recycling rate H=1.41 �a� and �c� and H=0.71 �b�. The
nominal lipid raft area fraction was set to �=0.15 �a� and �b� or
0.25 �c�, with the recycling length �=16. Again, the raft �non raft�
phase is shown in black �copper�. The average domain size plotted
in �d� shows that the average domain size decreases as the recycling
rate increases and/or area fraction decreases.
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the mean domain size R̄�� ,H� for several H and � values are
plotted in Figs. 9�a� and 9�b�. The shapes of the curves sug-
gests that R̄�� ,H� has a decoupled dependence on H and �.
We thus propose that, in the limit H�
 �H��crit, the mean
domain size has the simple scaling form R̄�H ,��
=K�H�Y���, where K and Y are functions of H and the lipid
raft area fraction �, respectively. Examination of the numeri-
cal data presented in Figs. 9�c� and 9�d� reveals that the
scaling ansatz is obeyed over the entire parameter range we
have explored. Although, we have been unable to derive the
functional forms for the scaling functions K and Y, we have
found empirically that they are well approximated by K�H�
�1 / �H−Const.� and Y������ / �1−��.

Figure 10 visualizes further the implications of the � and

H dependency of R̄ discussed above. In Fig. 10, it can be

seen that R̄ increases monotonically when H decreases. On

the other hand, for a fixed H and varying �, R̄ has a weakly
nonmonotonic behavior, with a rapid initial decrease fol-
lowed by a rather slow increase as � increases. Theoretically,

we would expect R̄��0.4 in this regime, as discussed above.
When ����, the system approaches a steady state. Upon

increasing �, R̄ first decreases since the coarsening is sup-
pressed, and then increases as larger and larger domains form
in the system. When ����, the system is in the coarsening
regime. Thereby no data points are plotted for this region in
Fig. 10. Of course, this implies that upon approaching the

critical H�, the assumed scaling form for R̄ no longer holds.

The values presented in Figs. 3, 5–12, and 14 are in di-
mensionless units. In order to obtain practical insight to the
significance of the results, we next carry out a conversion
back to physical units. Using lipid diffusion constant value
D=10−13 m2 /s �79�, Tc=310 K, Tc−T=1 K, Alipid
=10−18 m2 �80�, and p=0.8 /s, while � varies from �
=100 nm to �=200 nm, for example, the green dashed line
in Fig. 10 at the right top corner corresponds to an average
domain size of 40 nm, which is well within the experimental
domain size results region of 20 nm–200 nm in plasma mem-

brane �20–25�. In short, the explorations of R̄ suggest that the
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Steady state domain size R̄ as a function of H, �, and the scaling of the data. �a� R̄ vs H for a fixed �; �b� R̄ vs

� for a fixed H; �c� K�H� vs H. The red line is a fitting function for K�H�; �d� R̄�� ,H� /K�H� vs �. Recycling length �=20 for all simulations.
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Steady-state average linear domain size
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mean domain size could be regulated by varying the recy-
cling rate, the length or the rafts area coverage. Furthermore
the domain size distribution is always broad. Finally, the life-
time of raft domains has a broad distribution as well, and
will be addressed in a separate publication �81�.

2. Local raft domain regulation

The results discussed above suggest that cells may regu-
late the global raft domain properties by altering the global
recycling rate, length, or raft area fraction, or combinations
thereof. In light of experimental evidence for spatial local-
ization of raft domains �82–84�, it is thus interesting to ex-
plore the possibility that the cell may be able to regulate
local raft domains by spatially varying H, �, or �. To this
end, we have run simulations with a spatially and temporally
varying H in a simplified geometry. More specifically, ini-
tially we set H=1.41 everywhere. At �=1250, H is reduced
to a much smaller value �H=0.25� inside a circular region of
radius r=50, while the recycling rate remains unchanged ev-
erywhere else. At �=2500, the recycling rate is set back to
H=1.41 inside the disk. Snapshots from the simulation are
shown in Fig. 11 together with the time dependent raft do-
main size inside and outside the disk, respectively.

It can be seen in Fig. 11 that between �=0 and �=1250,
the local raft domain size within the disk is indistinguishable
from that outside the disk. Between �=1250 and �=2500,
however, the situation is dramatically different: a local de-
crease in the recycling rate promotes domain coarsening, and
transient large raft clusters appear within the disk. Upon in-
creasing the recycling rate within the disk back to its original
value leads to rapid fragmentation of the large clusters and
the domain size properties quickly approach those outside
the disk.

Interestingly, if the low-recycling rate is maintained for a
much longer time, it is found that raft domains vacate the
disk altogether. This can be explained by the following
simple argument. Since the effective temperature is lower
within the disk than outside the disk, the line tension be-
tween the raft and nonraft domains is higher within the disk
than outside. Therefore, from thermodynamic considerations,
it would be much more preferable to localize the composi-
tional domains in the high temperature regions—i.e., outside
the disk. This suggests that temporary changes in the local
recycling rate can be employed to regulate local raft domain
structure in a transient manner, while permanent changes
may lead to large variations in the local raft area fraction.
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FIG. 11. �Color online� Effect of spatiotemporally varying H on
local raft domain properties. At the center of the system inside a
disk of radius r=50, Hin=0.25 for 1250���2500, while Hin

=1.41 at all other times; outside the disk, Hout=1.414 always. The
lipid raft area fraction �=0.3 and the recycling length �=4 every-
where. The plot in �d� shows the time development of R��� inside
and outside the disk region �Rin��� and Rout���, respectively�. The
snapshots were taken at �a� �=1000, �b� �=2400, and �c� �=2525,
respectively. Note that Rin��� rapidly increases in the time window
when Hin is reduced, and rapidly decreases toward the steady-state
value when Hin is reset to its original value.
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FIG. 12. �Color online� Snapshots of domain structures and the mean domain size evolution in the presence of compartments of
characteristic linear dimension �a� Lc=64 and �b� Lc=32 with compartment boundaries described by a reduced mobility. In the simulations
�=0.25, H=0.85, and �=10. The mobility M reduces from a value of M =1 inside the compartments to M =0.1 at the compartment
boundaries, whose thickness was set to 6 grid spacings. As can be seen from �c�, the domain size decreases as Lc decreases, corresponding
to an increase in the total compartment boundary length.
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3. Compartmentalization

Next, we turn to the possible role of membrane compart-
mentalization on raft formation. Indeed, in single particle
tracking experiments, lipid molecules have been found to
undergo “hop” or “confined” diffusion �25,85�. It is sus-
pected that hop diffusion is caused by confinement of the
lipid molecules into compartments either by a mesh formed
by the actin-based membrane cytoskeleton or the membrane
cytoskeleton-anchored proteins �86�. To study the effect of
this compartmentalization on domain formation, we focus on
two scenarios for the role of the compartments: �1� they may
act as diffusion barriers by having a lower effective lipid
diffusivity, or �2� they may energetically either attract or re-
pel the raft phase. In both cases, the cell membrane is as-
sumed to be compartmentalized by a network generated us-
ing a Random Poisson process Voronoi scheme �87�, as
illustrated in Figs. 12 and 13.

We start with the first scenario involving diffusion barri-
ers. In this case, the mobility field is modulated via a step
function such that it reduces from M =1 inside the compart-
ments to M =0.1 within the compartment boundaries with no
dependency on c. Figure 12 shows the results related to two
sample network configurations containing compartments of
characteristic linear dimension Lc=64 and Lc=32 with a
boundary thickness of 6 in units of the grid spacing, respec-
tively. As expected, reduced mobility within the compart-
ment boundaries reduces the mean raft size. Physically, this

results from the fact that the lower mobility within the
boundaries leads to more sluggish local domain growth.
Therefore, the domains crossing the boundaries are smaller
than those residing with the compartments. As a result, the
overall average domain size decreases as the total compart-
ment boundary length increases, shown in Fig. 12�c�. Effec-
tively, the compartment boundaries act as “scissors” that cut
the raft domains into smaller pieces, and a larger compart-
ment boundary area fraction leads to more effective fragmen-
tation of the raft domains and thus smaller mean raft domain
size.

In the second scenario, the mobility remains unchanged,
but we turn on the interaction between lipids and the com-
partment boundaries. Specifically, g�r� in Eq. �8� is nonzero
at the compartment boundaries such that g�r��0��0� rep-
resents an attraction �repulsion� between the mesh and the
raft domains. Representative snapshots are shown in Fig. 13
for g=0.8 and g=−0.8 within the compartment boundaries
and at different recycling rates and lengths. Interestingly, in
the absence of recycling, a strong enough boundary-lipid in-
teraction will localize either the raft or the nonraft phase,
depending on the sign of the interaction; estimates for the
critical interaction strengths are derived in Appendix B. That
is, the raft-compartment boundary interaction may stabilize
finite-sized raft domains in thermodynamic equilibrium �see
Figs. 13�a� and 13�d��. When g�r� is weaker than the critical
value, however, the interaction is not sufficient to constrain
the spatial distribution of the raft domains in equilibrium.

In the presence of recycling processes, the raft domains
are less constrained by the boundaries, as can be seen in
Figs. 13�b� and 13�e�. As expected, increasing the recycling
rate tends to wash out the localization effect of the compart-
ment boundaries. Interestingly, the data for mean domain
sizes, computed from Eq. �12� and shown in Fig. 14, indi-
cates that although raft domain morphologies are strongly
dependent on whether the boundaries are attractive or repul-
sive, their characteristic size does have only a rather weak
dependence on the nature of the raft-boundary interaction
even in the absence of recycling. Also, when the raft do-

(b)(a) (c)

(d) (f)(e)

FIG. 13. �Color online� Snapshots of domain configurations in
the presence of compartment boundaries �not drawn to scale�, rep-
resented by a nonzero value of g�r�, which either attract ��a�
��c�� or repel ��d���f�� the raft phase. g�r�=0.8 for ��a���c�� and
g�r�=−0.8 for ��d���f��. Except for the boundaries represented by
the blue mesh, g�r�=0 elsewhere. No recycling is present in �a� and
�d�, while H=1.13 and �=10 in �b�, �c�, �e�, and �f�; furthermore, to
assist in viewing, �c� and �f� display only the local composition
from snapshots �b� and �e�, respectively, with compartment bound-
aries excluded. Compartment boundary thickness is 3, and the
nominal raft area fraction �=0.4. Note that the boundary-lipid in-
teraction has shifted the equilibrium compositions of the raft and
nonraft phases, and thus, the effective raft area fraction varies be-
tween frames.
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FIG. 14. �Color online� Average domain size in the presence of
compartments with attractive or repulsive raft-boundary
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mains are strongly repelled by the boundaries, a decrease in
the compartment size will lead to a decrease in the mean
domain size as the compartment size sets the maximum do-
main size.

In all, these results suggest that a strong raft-boundary
interaction may control �or at least influence� both the spatial
distribution of rafts and their mean size. However, if recy-
cling processes are present, the size controlling effects due to
the mesh interaction may be reduced, and a large enough
recycling rate would completely overwhelm the boundary
interaction. These observations indeed support the notion
that the raft size and spatial distribution are dependent on the
cytoskeleton as suggested in �25�. It is also interesting to
note that while such boundary-lipid interactions might in-
deed stabilize rafts in thermal equilibrium, the raft domains
would not be very dynamic entities, and thus would be dif-
ficult to rationalize in light of experiments displaying tran-
sient confinement �25,85�.

4. Immobile raft-attracting membrane proteins

Finally, we turn to a discussion of the role of immobile
raft-attracting membrane proteins on raft formation. In par-
ticular, here we assign a favorable interaction between the
proteins and the raft phase; such an interaction would thus
tend to spatially localize the raft domains. Indeed, this is
what we find. We start by placing 15 immobile proteins
along the membrane with a varying degree of clustering such
that g=0.5 within a small disk of radius 5 around the pro-
teins and g=0 elsewhere; the other parameters were set to
�=0.15, H=0.71, and �=8. Representative snapshots are
presented in Fig. 15. In the absence of protein clustering,
each protein is surrounded by a stable raft domain. Although
the mean raft domain size is not affected by the proteins, the
presence of proteins still leads to spatially localized rafts, as
shown in Figs. 15�a� and 15�b�. Upon increasing the cluster-
ing of proteins, an extended raft aggregate emerges �Fig.
15�c��. These observations imply that the clustering of pro-
teins may indeed contribute to the aggregation of rafts, as
discussed in �8,19,88�. Such clusters of proteins in
cholesterol-rich domains have also been observed within the

cytoplasmic leaflet of the plasma membrane in recent experi-
ments �29�.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have argued that rapid lipid recycling
coupled to a tendency to phase separate provides a robust
mechanism for establishing a steady state, in which the com-
positional rafts domains attain a finite size in the exoplasmic
leaflet of the plasma membrane. To this end, we constructed
a continuum phase field model by incorporating the nonequi-
librium stochastic lipid recycling processes to a standard
phase separation model. The two important parameters in our
model arising from the lipid recycling processes are the re-
cycling rate H and length �. At large length scales 
�, the
recycling processes simply appear as an effective tempera-
ture, and if this temperature is high enough, macroscopic
phase separation is suppressed and the system is globally
miscible due to the competition between the thermodynamic
driving force �promoting phase separation� and lipid recy-
cling �resisting phase separation�. However, at length scales
��, the system is locally immiscible and undergoes local
phase separation, resulting in fluctuating finite-sized raft do-
mains. On the other hand, if the recycling rate or length is
reduced sufficiently, the system eventually becomes globally
immiscible and macroscopic phase separation ensues.

While similar ideas based on lipid recycling have been
proposed in the past by others �47,50,53,54�, the model pre-
sented here is the first that incorporates both the spatial dis-
tribution of the raft domains and their morphologies, as well
as their interaction with membrane compartments and mem-
brane proteins. It is noteworthy that the raft domain size
distribution is broad �ranging from tens to hundreds of na-
nometers� in both our approach and in that of �50�, consistent
with experimental observations �20,22,23�. Furthermore, the
rafts in our model are highly dynamic entities with varying
life times with larger rafts persisting longer than smaller
rafts, again consistent with experimental results �20,23,24�.

We also explored the domain size dependence on the re-
cycling rate, recycling length, and raft area fraction. In our
approach, the recycling rate and length are two important
parameters which incorporate lipid recycling processes, such
as flip-flop, translocation, or vesicle trafficking �89–93�. Al-
though a detailed relation between the recycling rate H and
the kinetics of the above processes is too complex to derive,
intuitively a smaller H corresponds to slower processes. Our
simulation results show that a decrease in the recycling rate
leads to larger raft domains, in agreement with Refs
�50,53,54�. This suggests that in experiments, slowing down
such recycling processes might induce larger rafts. Interest-
ingly, a similar result regarding membrane proteins has been
reported in �94�, in which the inhibition of endocytosis and
vesicle trafficking induced larger class I HLA protein clus-
ters. Furthermore, we found that the average raft domain size
decreases as the raft area fraction decreases. In experiments,
indirect support of the conclusion is available: in
�19–21,25,26,28� the depletion of cholesterol or sphingolip-
ids caused a decrease in the confinement zone size which
potentially corresponds to rafts enriched in these molecules

(b)(a) (c)

FIG. 15. �Color online� Spatial localization and aggregation of
lipid rafts due to membrane proteins. Here, white crosses indicate
the locations of immobile membrane proteins. �a� Raft distribution
in the presence of 15 randomly distributed proteins. Notice how
each protein is surrounded by a raft domain. �b� Raft distribution in
the presence 15 weakly clustered proteins. �c� Raft distribution in
the presence of 15 strongly clustered proteins. Note the appearance
of an extended raft centered around the protein aggregate in the
right panel.
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�6,7�. Finally, we proposed that cells could regulate the local
raft size by varying the recycling processes spatially and
temporally in polarized cells, in which lipids and proteins are
sorted and transported to different parts of the membrane to
maintain membrane polarity �82–84�.

In addition, we investigated the role of membrane com-
partmentalization on raft size distribution and dynamics. We
focused on two plausible scenarios, one in which the com-
partment boundaries act as diffusion barriers and another in
which the boundaries attract or repel the raft domains; ex-
perimental evidence for the former scenario exists �95–99�,
while the latter one is speculative at this point. In both sce-
narios, the local recycling processes were assumed to re-
mained unchanged. In the former case, smaller raft domains
appeared at the compartment boundaries, since the coarsen-
ing process locally slows down. Thus, diffusion barriers tend
to fragment large raft aggregates. In the second scenario, we
observed that the lipid-boundary interaction greatly affects
the spatial distribution of rafts, while the effects on the mean
raft size depends on the interaction strength only very
weakly. We conclude that the cytoskeleton related compart-
mentalization could regulate the size and spatial distribution
of rafts, which is consistent with the experiments in �100�,
where it was found that raft domains do not form if the actin
cytoskeleton is disassembled. Meanwhile, in �25� it was
shown that both rafts and the cytoskeleton influence confined
diffusion. Together with our results, these observations indi-
cate that the raft distribution could be regulated by the cy-
toskeleton and that the cytoskeleton could directly or indi-
rectly confine particle diffusion.

Finally, we probed the effects of immobile membrane pro-
teins on raft formation, spatial localization, and dynamics. It
is well known that some membrane proteins have an affinity
to the lo raft phase �7,101–103� and, therefore, rafts may play
a role in signal transduction �7–10�. However, it is unclear
whether the raft phase recruits proteins or whether the pro-
teins cause the rafts to form by recruiting lipids. The former
scenario has been proposed in �9,10,104–106�, in which rafts
have been proposed to recruit or prevent the aggregation of
signaling proteins, which could then facilitate or inhibit sig-
nal transduction. On the other hand, �28,88,107–109�, pro-
pose that the aggregation of proteins may cause further ag-
gregation and stabilization of transient rafts. In both cases, a
protein-raft interaction is involved. We incorporated this in-
teraction to our model, and the simulation results show that
isolated protein may localize raft domains while a protein
cluster may facilitate the formation of spatially extended
rafts. These observations are consistent with both the views
of a raft recruiting proteins and the views of a protein cluster
stabilizing the raft phase. Indeed, if the proteins attract the
raft phase, the reverse must also be true. Thus, we conclude
that an affinity between proteins and the raft domains is a
requirement for both scenarios, but that further work is re-
quired to conclusively determine, which scenario is the
prevalent one.

In summary, in this paper we have studied the roles of
lipid trafficking, compartmentalization, and protein-lipid in-
teractions on lipid raft formation process in the plasma mem-
brane. First, we argued that nonequilibrium processes, such
as lipid trafficking and recycling, provide a robust mecha-

nism for establishing a finite size distribution of composi-
tional raft domains in an immiscible lipid system, and pre-
sented a physically based model to explain raft domain
formation in the plasma membrane. Numerical simulations
of the model and simple analytical arguments were employed
to demonstrate the presence of non equilibrium steady states,
in which the raft domains attain a finite size. Furthermore,
the dependence of the raft domain size on the recycling rate,
length, and raft area fraction were explored numerically, and
the effects of membrane compartmentalization and immobile
membrane proteins on raft formation were investigated.
These results form the basis for an improved understanding
of lipid raft formation and dynamics in plasma membranes,
and highlight the need for a better understanding of the non-
equilibrium cellular processes, which have the potential to
regulate evolving microstructures in living cells.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE RECYCLING
RATE H

In order to relate the recycling parameters to measurable
physical quantities, we first derive the relation between the
rate H and the probability p per unit time that a given lipid
changes its type due to recycling. To this end, consider a
system with two different lipid species which correspond to
the raft and nonraft phases in this paper. Local variable
Xi�t�=−1 �1� signifies that at location i lipid type one �two� is
present at time t. Let Nlipid denote the total number of lipid
molecules. i=1, . . . ,Nlipid.

After an infinitesimal time interval �t, the probability that
Xi�t+�t�=−Xi�t� is p�t, and the probability that Xi�t+�t�
=Xi�t� is 1− p�t. Here p�t is the probability that after time
�t at each location the lipid type has changed due to recy-
cling. Now, X��t�=�i=1

NlipidXi��t� /Nlipid, and �X��t� and
�X2��t� at time �t, where � . . .  denotes the average over all
noise realizations, are given by

�X��t� = �
i=1

Nlipid

�Xi�0��1 − p�t� + �− Xi�0��p�t�/Nlipid

= X�0��1 − 2p�t� , �A1�

and

�X2��t� =� �
i=1

Nlipid

�Xi
2��t��/Nlipid

2 �
+� �

i=1

Nlipid

�
j=1,j�i

Nlipid

Xi��t�Xj��t�/Nlipid
2 �

= 1/Nlipid + �X2�0� − 1/Nlipid��1 − 2p�t�2,

=4p�t�1 − p�t�/Nlipid + X2�0��1 − 2p�t�2. �A2�

Thus,
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�X2��t� − �X��t�2 = 4p�t�1 − p�t�/Nlipid, �A3�

which can be expanded to leading order in �t as

�X2��t� − �X��t�2 = 4p�t/Nlipid. �A4�

From the continuum point of view, on the other hand, we
can also calculate the fluctuation over the entire c field in the
area A=�dr in the same time interval with �→. To this
end, we will only consider the effect of the recycling term,
and write the change in the local composition as

c�r,�t� = c�r,0� + 	
0

�t

dt���r,t�� . �A5�

Now, define the spatially averaged composition over the area

as C̄�A−1�drc�r , t�. Thus,

C̄��t� = C̄�0� + A−1	 dr	
0

�t

dt���r,t�� . �A6�

It is straightforward to show that

�C̄��t� = C̄�0� , �A7�

and

�C̄2��t� − �C̄��t�2

= A−2	 dr	 dr�	
0

�t

dt�	
0

�t

dt����r,t����r�,t�� .

�A8�

Finally, by employing the recycling noise correlator

���r , t����r� , t��= H̄2��r−r���t�− t��, appropriate for �→,
we obtain,

�C̄2��t� − �C̄��t�2 =
H̄2�t

A
. �A9�

Here, H̄ denotes the dimensional recycling rate. Now, from
dimensional analysis it can be derived that H2

= H̄2�v / �u�2�= H̄2T2 / �3D�Tc−T�2�. Therefore the fluctuation
as calculated from the continuum model becomes

�C̄2��t� − �C̄��t�2 =
3D�Tc − T�2H2�t

AT2 . �A10�

The fluctuations in Eqs. �A4� and �A10� should be equal, and
therefore 4p /Nlipid=3H2D�Tc−T�2 /AT2, which leads to,

p = 3H2D�Tc − T�2/�4AlipidTc
2� , �A11�

as T→Tc, where Alipid denotes the area per lipid.

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE CRITICAL g(r)

Without loss of generality, we will only consider the case
g�r�=g0�0 along the compartment boundaries. Compare
the following two systems: �1� A single macroscopic domain
of the c=−1 phase surrounded by the c=1 phase. The area
fraction of the c=−1 domain is �. The free energy per area
of this system is

F1 = f−1� + f1�1 − �� + L1�/L2 + Agg0�1 − 2�� �B1�

where f−1�f1� denotes the free energy per area of c=−1
�+1� phase, L1 is the interface length, L is the system size,
and Ag is the area fraction of the compartment boundary
region. When L→, L1�L and L1 /L2→0 at fixed area frac-
tion, and thus,

lim
L→

F1 = f−1� + f1�1 − �� + Agg0�1 − 2�� . �B2�

�2� A circular domain of the c=−1 phase surrounded by the
c=1 phase resides in each square compartment of linear di-
mension Lc and boundary width a. The c=1 phase covers the
region where g�r��0. The free energy per area of this sys-
tem is given by

F2 = f−1� + f1�1 − �� + L2�/Lc
2 + Agg0, �B3�

where L2 denotes the total interface length in each compart-
ment. Now, the difference in the free energy densities be-
tween these two systems is

�F = F2 − F1 = L2�/Lc
2 + 2Agg0� . �B4�

Critical interaction strength g0
� is thus obtained when �F=0,

implying

g0
� = −

L2�

2AgLc
2 � −

2��	�

4aLc
2 , �B5�

where we have assumed in the last term that a /Lc�1.
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